Five Minute Princess Stories-- Disney Book Group
Curious George and the Birthday Surprise-- H.A. Ray
Marvin K Mooney-- Dr. Seuss
Inspector Flytrap in the Goat who Chewed too Much-- Tom Angleberger
Inspector Flytrap in the President’s Mane is Missing-- Tom Angleberger
Minecraft the Wildman
Pete the Cat - I Love my White Shoes-- Eric Litwin
One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish-- Dr. Seuss
Little Red Hot-- Eric Kimmel
Nibbles: the Blue Monster-- Emma Yarlett
The Goat who ate Everything-- McDonald’s
There was an Old Lady who Swallowed a Fly-- Lucille Colandro
Captain Underpants and the Sensational Saga of Sir Sticks-A-Lot-- Dav Pilkey
Dog Man-- Dav Pilkey
Super Diaper Baby-- Dav Pilkey
Today I’ll Be a Princess-- Paula Croyle
P is for Princess-- Annie Averbach and Disney
Frozen-5 minute Stories-- Disney Book Group
A Box-- Daniel St. John
The Soccer Game-- Maggie Bridger
The Good Dog-- Charlot Wilson
Three Peas
Fly Guy meets Fly Girl-- Tedd Arnold
Clifford- Valentine’s Day-- Norman Bridwell
Brown Bear- What do you See?-- Bill Martin Jr.
Little Blue Truck-- Alice Schertle
That’s not my Princess-- Fiona Watt
I am not Going to get up Today-- Dr. Seuss
Green Eggs and Ham-- Dr. Seuss
Horton Hears a Who-- Dr. Seuss
Green Eggs and Ham-- Dr. Seuss
Everyone Poops-- Taro Gomi
Go, Dogs! Go!-- Dr. Seuss
Corduroy-- Don Freeman
Madeline-- Ludwig Bemelmans
Snuggle Puppy-- Sandra Boynton
The Pout-Pout Fish-- Deborah Diesen
The Greedy Python-- Eric Carle
Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose-- Dr. Seuss
Dragons Love Tacos-- Adam Rubin
Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus-- Mo Willems
The very Hungry Caterpillar-- Eric Carle
Baby Pictures-- Rose Benman
Kate’s Truck-- Nancy Ling
Pictures of Hugs--Susan McCloskey
Curious George-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George goes to the Hospital-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George makes Maple Syrup-- Margret and H.A Rey
Waiting is Not Hard--Mo Willems
This is Biscuit-- Alyssa Satin Capucilli
Biscuit and the Hen-- Alyssa Satin Capucilli
Biscuit and the Frog-- Alyssa Satin Capucilli
Meet Paw Patrol- Nickelodeon
A Girl with a Cape- Amy Logan
Itsby Bitsy Spider-- Kate Toms
Planes - World-Class Wings - Disney
Snow White- Jane Jerrard
The Flopsy Bunnies-- Beatrix Potter
Let’s Learn to Count - John Davies
The Beetle Bug Ball-- Oakley Graham
Give Thanks Each Day - Steve Metzger
I’d Know You Anywhere, My Love-- Nancy Tillman
The Biggest Pumpkin Surprise Ever-- Steven Kroll
I am a Bunny-- Ole Risam
Nemo and the Surprise Party-- Disney
The Shadow Game-- Disney
Piglet Saves the Day-- Nicole Mitchell
A Nose for Trouble-- Disney
A Magical Journey-- Disney
The Princess of the Pink Slumber Party-- Victoria Kann
Soccer Star-- Victoria Kann
The Pinkerifffic Playdate-- Victoria Kann
Mommy, Mama and Me-- Leslie Newman
Can I Play Too?-- Mo Willems
The Big Bow-nanza-- Disney
Five Minute Star Wars Stories-- LucasFilm Press
Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the UFO-- David Adler
Stick Cat-- Tom Watson
You are Not Small-- Anna Kang
Nuts Bedtime at the Nut House-- Eric Litwin
Daddy, Papa and Me-- Leslie Newman
Curious George Takes A Job-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George Rides a Bike-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George Gets A Medal-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George Flies a Kite-- Margret and H.A Rey
Curious George Learns the Alphabet-- Margret and H.A Rey
The Tale of Peter Rabbit-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Miss Tittlemouse-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes-- Beatrix Potter
The Tailor of Gloucester-- Beatrix Potter
The Story of Miss Muppet-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of the Pie and the Pattypan-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Little Pig Robinson-- Beatrix Potter
The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle-- Beatrix Potter
Or-in-Law-- Peter Baoid
Teddy’s Camp-- Peter Nicholas Liptak
How the Cow Jumped over the Moon-- Sally Hoss
A Walk with Meli-- Margie Sigman
There’s a Fly Guy in My Soup-- Todd Arnold
Pete the Cat - Snow Daze-- James Dean